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Stress relief from reconstructions on SbÕSi„001…
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The structures and stress of the Sb/Si~001! surface have been studied by a semiempirical tight-binding
Green’s function method. The Sb/Si(001)231 surface is found to be under a tensile stress of 1.0 eV/(131
cell! along the dimer bond and a compressive stress of21.1 eV/(131 cell! along the dimer row. Calculations
of the surface stress for Sb/Si~001! (234), (235), and (236) reconstruction, which is formed by shifting
dimers in the dimer row to the adjacent trench, show a significant relief of the compressive contribution to the
stress along the dimer row comparing with the case of the (231) reconstruction, and thus a decrease of the
stress anisotropy.
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It is well known that As or Sb as a surfactant will media
the epitaxial growth of Ge on Si surfaces and form symm
ric dimers on the ~231! reconstruction on Si~001!
surface.1–6 However, scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!
images1 show that Sb/Si~001! surface is considerable les
ordered than As/Si~001! surface and the long-range (231)
order is broken up by a high density of defects–either vo
or antiphase domain boundaries~APB’s! on Sb/Si~001!, and
the symmetric Sb dimers are not arranged in the long orde
(231) reconstruction. Although Sb and As belong to t
same group, in contrast to the Sb case, the APB’s were ra
observed on the As/Si~001! surface, which exhibits a perfec
(231) reconstruction.1,7,8 Interestingly, the Sb/Si~001! sur-
face has been shown to take on a (23n) surface reconstruc
tion in low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! pattern.9

Gonzalez Mendez and Takeuchi10 studied the difference
between the adsorption of As and Sb on Si~001! surface.
They concluded that kinetic effects play a crucial role dict
ing whether the surface is completely ordered or it conta
antiphase domain boundaries. Due to the general conse
that surface stress plays an important role in some sur
reconstructions, it has been suggested that appearance
defects on the Sb/Si~001! surface can be explained by stre
relief.7,8,11,12However, to our knowledge, neither theoretic
nor experimental work has determined the stress and
change in this case quantitatively.

In order to understand the experimental observations
Sb and As on Si~001! surface, we report calculation results
the change in surface stress of these reconstruction surf
which are formed by shifting one or two dimers of the
31) reconstruction to the trench between two dimer row
We will study the structure and stress of Sb/Si~001! surface
to uncover the essential physical mechanism involved in
phenomena. We will interpret the origin of the high dens
of defects on the Sb/Si~001! surface and give direct informa
tion about the actual amount of stress relieved in Sb/Si~001!
reconstructions. We should conclude that the driving force
defects of the (231) reconstructions could be contribute
primarily to the large stress anisotropy.

We adopt a semiempirical approach for calculating
surface stress, which was proposed in our previous work.13,14

In this approach, the surfaces are treated as a semi-infi
slab. This approach is based on Chadi’s total energy mod15
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and the tight-binding Green function method.16 A strained
system is treated as a perturbation of an unstrained sys
and the corresponding stresses are calculated by the G
function method.13

The interaction parameters up to the second-nea
neighbors of Si and Sb as well as that between Si and
were determined by fitting its band structures to our ownab
initio calculation results. The SiSb and Sb pseudocrys
have zinc blende structure and diamond structure, res
tively. Their lattice constants were obtained by the minim
zation of total energy. Theab initio calculations were per-
formed by theab initio molecular dynamics package of th
Car-Parrinello-like scheme17 FHI96MD ~Ref. 18! based on the
framework of local density functional theory~LDFT!. The
Ceperley and Alder exchange-correlation form19 parameter-
ized by Perdew and Zunger20 and the fully separableab ini-
tio pseudopotentials21 for Si and Sb were used. We use
plane waves with a kinetic energy up to 22.0, 25.0, and 2
Ryd for Si, Sb, and SiSb, respectively. Thek points are
sampled on a uniform grid of not less than 64 points.

We will first focus on the completely ordered Sb/Si~001!
(231) surface. A schematic top view of the Sb/Si~001! (2
31) surface is given in Fig. 1~a!. Based on the 231 geom-
etry, the equilibrium structure of one monolayer of Sb on
Si~001! semi-infinite substrate is determined. Only the rela
ation of the top six surface layers is taken into account,
cause relaxation in deeper layers has no numerically sig
cant effect on structure and stress.13 The optimizing
procedure to determine the structure of Sb on the Si~001!
surface has been described in Refs. 22,23.

As shown in Table I, the displacements of Si atoms fro
bulk positions are all within 0.10 Å. The length of the Sb-S
dimer bond is found to bedD52.93 Å, and the backbond
length between Sb and the subsurface Si atom is found t
d1252.59 Å, comparing well with the results of SEXAF
and STM experiments1 dD52.88 Å and d1252.63 Å, as
well as the values of LDA calculations of Tanget al.3 dD
52.93 Å andd1252.61 Å, and of Choet al.2 dD52.94 Å
andd1252.59 Å. The present results further confirm prev
ous theoretical and experimental results that the Si subs
shows a bulklike structure after Sb adsorption.1–6

When compared the adsorption of As and Sb on Si~001!,
we found some differences in the surface structures. Th
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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differences can be related to the different covalent radii of
and Sb. The covalent radii of Sb is about 14% larger th
that of As. For As on Si~001!, the length of As-As dimer
bond is 2.47 Å,13 while for Sb on Si~001! the length of
Sb-Sb dimer bond is 2.93 Å. Thus the As atom pulls the
atoms below it to close to As dimer by 0.19 Å, and push
the sublayer Si atoms near the center of As dimer downwa
by 0.18 Å, and elevates the sublayer Si atoms away from
center of As dimer upwards by 0.17 Å. In contrast, the
atoms are in their bulklike positions after Sb adsorption,
shown in Table I and Ref. 13. It is worth noting that th

FIG. 1. Top view of ~a! Sb/Si~001!(231), ~b! Sb/Si~001!(2
34)-A, and~c! Sb/Si~001!(234)-B models with Si atoms shaded
19330
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length of Sb-Sb dimer bond for Sb/Ge~001! is 2.95 Å.26

After we determined the optimal geometry, the surfa
stress of Sb/Si(001)231 was calculated using the aforeme
tioned method. The stress along the dimer bond is found
be tensiles i51.0 eV/(131 cell!, while the stress along the
dimer row is compressives'521.1 eV/(131 cell!. The
anisotropy of surface stress is thusF5s i2s'52.1 eV/(1
31 cell!, compared with the results of As/Si(001)231, s i
52.1 eV/(131 cell!, s'52.0 eV/(131 cell!, and F
50.1 eV/(131 cell!.13 Obviously, there are notable differ
ences between the adsorption of As and Sb on Si~001! sub-
strate. In contrast to the case of As adsorption on Si~001!, the
stress of Sb on Si~001! along the dimer row is compressiv
rather tensile, and the anisotropy of surface stress is
much larger than that of As on Si~001!.

It was found by experiments that there is a high density
defects on Sb/Si~001! surface, namely, antiphase doma
boundaries~APB’s!.8 In order to understand the effect o
these phenomena on Sb/Si~001! surface, we simulate the
APB’s, which form perpendicular to the dimer rows, by (
34), (235), and (236) reconstruction. A top view of the
(234) reconstruction is shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!, here
two boundaries are separated by one and two dimers, res
tively. Although the observed (23n) reconstruction9 had an
n of 11, our models have contained two essential feature
the (23n) domain: there is enough space to break inter
tions between boundaries because only interactions of
ond nearest neighbor are taken into account in our tig
binding model; there is no symmetric restriction in th
direction of dimer row comparing with the (231) recon-
struction because one part of a dimer row has been shi
the nearest trench.

The (234)-A model is obtained by shifting one dimer o
each row of the completely ordered Sb/Si~001! (231) to the
nearest trench, and the (234)-B one by shifting two dimers
of each row, as shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!, respectively.
The white circles in the figure represent Sb atoms, and
big and small black circles represent Si atoms of the first
second layer, respectively. The (235) model is obtained by
shifting two dimers, while the (236) one by shifting three
dimers to the nearest trench.

We found that the (234), (235), and (236) recon-
struction of Sb/Si~001! have similar structures and stres
Thus, we focus on the Sb/Si~001! (234) surface below. Re-
peating the same calculation procedure, the optimal st
tures for Sb/Si~001! (234)-A and (234)-B reconstructions
have been obtained. Comparing with the ordered Sb/Si~001!

TABLE I. The atomic displacements relative to the correspon
ing position of an ideal Si for Sb on Si(001)231 surface, in Å.x
and z represent the direction parallel to the dimer bond and
direction perpendicular to the surface, respectively. The atom n
tions please refer to Fig. 1~a!.

Layer Dx Dz Dx8 Dz8

1 0.44 0.36 20.44 0.36
2 0.08 0.01 20.08 0.01
3 0.00 0.06 0.00 20.10
4-2
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(231), we found that the structures of the both (234) re-
constructions are similar to that of Sb/Si~001! (231). The
obvious difference is in the relaxation in the direction p
pendicular to the dimer bond. Since there is no restriction
symmetry in this direction, we found a 0.01 Å relaxation
the Sb layer in the direction of perpendicular to the dim
bond for the both (234)-A and -B reconstruction. The struc
tural parameters of the Sb/Si~001! (234)-B are listed in
Table II. We can see from the table that the relaxation in
direction perpendicular to the dimer bond is very small. C
culations for the both reconstructions also show that the s
strate Si atoms are kept in a bulklike configuration after
adsorption, and the displacements of Si atoms from the b
positions are all within 0.08 Å, as in the case
Sb/Si(001)231. However, there are also some relaxatio
along the dimer row for both the Sb and Si atoms. So
bonding between Sb and substrate Si can extend in the
rection perpendicular to the dimer bond, and reduce the
laxation in the direction perpendicular to the surface.

We calculate the stress for the optimal structures for
both Sb/Si~001! (234) reconstructions. For both model
the stress along the dimer bond is tensile,s i51.0 eV/(1
31 cell!, and nearly equal to that of the (231) reconstruc-
tion, but the stress along the dimer row decreases about 2
s'520.8 eV/(131 cell!, and the stress anisotropy isF
5s i2s'51.8 eV/(131 cell!, while the stress and stres
anisotropy for As/Si~001! (231) and (234) are almost un-
changed. Since there is no symmetry restriction along
dimer row, the Sb atoms can relax in this direction to relie
the stress. Although the relaxation along the dimer row
small, it is a significant factor in relieving the compressi
contribution to the stress. Since the stress along the di
bond stems from the fact that the atoms in the dimers wo
like to be closer together, the stresss i along the dimer bond
is tensile and is almost unchanged~the dimer bond length is
almost unchanged with the atom’s relaxation!. For the Sb/
Si~001! (231) reconstruction, the Sb atom in dimer push
the Si atoms under it outwardly in the direction of the dim
row, and vice versa. This effect tends to make the Sb as
as the Si atomic distance in this direction longer. Because
symmetry prevents the relaxation of atoms along the dim
row, the surface is subjected to compressive stress. Fro
simple point of view the dimers are more compressed in
direction due to the larger atomic size of Sb atom. In addit
to atomic size and chemical effects, surface stress may
result from any unusual bonding configurations present

TABLE II. The same as Table I, but for Sb/Si(001)234-B. y
represents the direction perpendicular to the dimer bond. The a
notations please refer to Fig. 1~c!.

Atom Dx Dy Dz Atom Dx Dy Dz

1 0.44 0.01 0.36 A 0.44 20.01 0.36
18 20.44 0.01 0.36 A8 20.44 20.01 0.36
2 0.00 0.00 0.02 B 0.07 0.00 0.02
28 0.00 0.00 0.02 B8 20.07 0.00 0.02
3 0.00 0.06 20.01 C 0.00 0.00 20.08
38 0.00 20.06 20.01 C8 0.00 0.00 0.06
19330
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surface.24 We thus infer that the Sb/Si~001! (231) surface is
subjected to compressive stress. This effect will break
restriction by shifting the dimers to the nearest trench
tween dimer rows in order to relieve the stress as much
possible. Once the Sb atoms can relax along the dimer
by shifting dimers, the dimers will be less close-pack
along dimer row and the compressive stress will be relie
significantly. Thus the stress along the dimer row decrea
With the dimers jammed to the adjacent trenches during
growth, the stress is relieved, the APB’s start to form, and
Sb/Si~001! surface gradually becomes more stable and in
cates imperfect 231 reconstruction.

The stress anisotropyF5s i2s' , which may cause an
instability in the surface morphology,25 decreases signifi-
cantly for the both~234! reconstructions because of the si
nificant relief of the compressive contribution to the stre
along the dimer row, when compared with the complet
ordered (231) surface. Alerhandet al. demonstrated tha
the spontaneous formation of stress domains is a natural
sequence of the anisotropy in the intrinsic surface str
caused by the dimerization.25 The APB can also be seen as
kind of domain wall, across which a dimer string is co
verted to a trench or vice versa. Accordingly, there is a m
croscopic stress anisotropy, which can be related to the
ferent structure and strain from the end of a dimer string
the end of a trench. However, both parallel and perpendic
components of the surface stress on As/Si~001! are tensile
and the As-As dimer can hardly be shifted to the adjac
trenches.10 In the case of As/Si~001!, there is only a small
stress anisotropy,F50.1 eV/(131 cell!, and the formation
of APB is unfavorable.

We calculate the planar stresses parallel and perpendic
to the dimer bond for the Sb/Si~001! (231) and (234)-B
reconstruction. For both reconstructions, the sum of the
nar stress parallel and perpendicular to the dimer bond
proaches constant values with the atomic layers up to
four surface layers, which means that the contribution to
planar stress from Si atomic layers below the top three lay
are almost zero. For the Sb/Si~001! (231), the planar stress
of the top three layers parallel to the dimer bond is 0.
0.20, and 0.22 eV/(131 cell!, respectively, while that per
pendicular to the dimer bond is20.60, 20.59, 0.02 eV/(1
31 cell!. Comparing with the Sb/Si~001! (231), the planar
stress parallel to the dimer bond for the Sb/Si~001! (234) is
almost unchanged, and the change in surface stress pe
dicular to the dimer bond is mainly contributed by the to
most two layers, namely,20.53 and20.35 eV/(131 cell!
for the Sb layer and the first layer of Si substrate, resp
tively. This also accounts for the atomic relaxations sin
there is no symmetry restriction in this direction.27

Similar features have been obtained for the Sb/Si~001!
(235) and (236) reconstruction, namely, the both are al
under a tensile stress of 1.0 eV/(131 cell! along the dimer
bond and compressive stress of20.8 eV/(131 cell! along
the dimer row. In summary, we have studied the struct
and surface stress of Sb/Si~001!. Calculated results show tha
the Sb/Si~001! (231) surface is under tensile stress
1.0 eV/(1311 cell! along the dimer bond and compressi
stress of21.1 eV/(131 cell! along the dimer row, the stres

m
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anisotropy is 2.1 eV/(131 cell!, and the main contribution
of surface stress stems from the top three layers. The s
anisotropy of Sb/Si~001! with the defects decreased great
from 2.1 eV/(131 cell! for the completely ordered (231)
to 1.8 eV/(131 cell! for the (234), (235), and (236)
reconstruction. But the stress anisotropy of As/Si(001)231
is 0.1 eV/(131 cell!, and it is almost unchanged for As
Si~001! (234). The defects of (231) reconstructions on
Sb/Si~001! are mainly induced by the significant relief of th
compressive contribution to the stress in the direction al
the dimer row and thus by the decrease of the stress an
ropy. Thus, we identify the large anisotropy of surface str
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